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Most women of means had maids to do their
hair while the everyday women had to fend for
themselves.
There were women's hair parlours in 19th
century Toronto. Even by the turn of the 20th
century, there still was a stigma attached to any
woman who wore too much makeup and
walked around in extravagant hairstyles.
However, after World War 1 and the 1918
Pandemic everything started to change.
The golden age of women's beauty parlours
was the 1920s when women started to cut off
their long tresses and get their hair styled in allthe-rage short bob fashion. It was then that the
French term 'salon' came into vogue, replacing
the more folksy sounding 'parlour'.
Then add to this Canadian born Elizabeth
Arden, who as a young girl worked at St
Lawrence Market selling vegetables, introduced
a more natural and therefore an “acceptable”
make-up to go with this new hair style. I think
Monsieur Rock would have approved.

Barbershops
by Bruce Bell

The first mention I could find of a barber shop
in our neighbourhood is 1802 when a Mr.
Thomas Seaton Peacock announced that as
soon as he could get away from his regimental
duties by the end of the year he means to settle
in York and open a Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s
hairstyling establishment.
The following year in 1803, a Mr. Rock
opened a hairstyling and wig powering premises
on Ontario Street with ads proclaiming,
“Monsieur Rock direct from London will look after
all your hair and wig needs.”
By 1805 in a town of only 500 people we now
had 4 barbers in time when a hairstylist was just
as important as a butcher.
In colonial times, a hairstylist looked after men
and women with no discrimination as both sexes
would often drop off their wigs to be ‘fixed’.
In an era when diseases like rubella or yellow
fever robbed most of their hair, wigs were much a
part of daily dress as pants or shawls.
Our first mayor, William Lyon Mackenzie
(1834), lost all his hair as a youth and often
sported a bright red wig.
In those early days, men and women often
shared the same hair parlor, as being separate
wasn’t always practical. As the town grew and
morality changed, a distinct separation of the
sexes began in earnest, including separate
entrances to hotels, banks, post offices and
restaurants (some of these archaic laws lasted
right up to the 1970s).
As the colonial Town of York gave way to the City
of Toronto, the custom of men wearing wigs
faded away and the rise of the ‘men only’ barber
shops began to appear in the King and Yonge
area.

For deadline of the next issue … please check the back page…
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together to help the redesign. We are aiming for
greater clarity and simplicity for people navigating
the site.
I want to say continued thanks to everyone of
you for your good spirits and will get through this.
understanding as we
navigate these
unprecedented times.
Let’s not let our guard
down and continue to
keep wearing our
masks and washing
our hands with
vigilance. We will get
through this
Now, back to my
taxes – the other side
of March, lol!

A Word from
The President
By: Elva Mai Hoover

Hi Fellow PALs!
Hi fellow PALs:
Well, we’ve finally entered the month of
March! I, for one, couldn’t be happier that February is
behind us, and that slowly and surely, we’ll start
entering Spring and the promise of warmer weather.
I’m very happy to report that the final tally of
ONTogether’s fundraising effort that involved the
‘Our Show Will Go On’ poster has come in. The
amount raised was $25,300 and the proceeds will be
split between PAL Toronto Charity and PAL
Futurecare. Thanks to all those residents, Board
members, and people in our business, who took the
time to have their picture taken with the poster! Bob
Underwood spearheaded this whole effort and huge
thanks go out to him as well for all his time spent in
making it successful.
As you all know, our second lockdown has
been extended. Word about all the different Covid
variants means that we need to exercise extra
caution as we wait for the vaccines to come down
the pipeline. I’m as much in the dark as the rest of
you until we hear how the government is going to
plan the next wave of inoculations. That will come
after the healthcare workers, long-term care homes,
and homeless have been taken care of.
Some have asked if ACTRA Fraternal might
be able to come to the building to administer the
shots. Because of the fragile nature of this vaccine
that requires very specific low temperatures for
storage, I don’t think that’s likely. I have spoken with
Ron Zammit, the new head of Fraternal this week,
and as of now they cannot bring the vaccine to us.
Nevertheless, please know that the Board will
continue to advocate for our residents in every way
we can. Bryann, our Healthcare Services Coordinator, is in conversation with St. Michael’s Health
network and the Department of Public Health and
asking the questions that are on all our minds.
In other news, we are looking at ways to
improve our website, and I’m delighted to report that
our new Board Member, Scott Walker, along with
Board Member Rochelle Porter are spearheading a
redesign. If you have interest or expertise that would
be helpful, please contact Rochelle at
raporter22@gmail.com. Rochelle is heading the
website committee and is currently pulling ideas

Our beautiful Berczy Park. Thank you Elva.

Editor’s Two Cents
It’s March, we’ve been at this
pandemic thing for a whole year. Amazing!
One year ago, our PAL Chorale was but 3 days
away from a Springtime Concert. So much work
went into this concert. It was to have an Irish
theme. We were so looking forward to it. We
didn’t want to believe this could happen. As rooms
began to close, events cancelled, and protocols
began to change.
I remember going into my apartment, started
ordering masks, hand wash and sanitizers. Then I
needed something to do… so I stocked up on yarns
and patterns. Much to the pleasure of my Grand
Nieces and Nephews, the crocheting and knitting
began. I couldn’t just sit and watch the television
for a year. I needed to do something. I was
thinking I would rent a table at the annual
Christmas Bazaar, well, that didn’t happen.
Perhaps next year?
The PAL Leader is now in its 3rd year and I
would like to extend special thanks to all my
helpers who have helped me keep this project
running. Special thanks to Sandra Fresco, Norman
Hart, and, of course, all the contributions from
those who like to write. Talent runs deep here. I’m
so grateful.
Until next issue, Happy St. Patrick’s Day, Happy
Easter, Happy Passover… oh, heck…just be happy!
Be well, stay safe and be kind to others.
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pioneered by Patty Gail Peaker. That system led to
having a full-time Health Services Coordinator who
not only attends to the well-being of our residents
but will also, if you ask, do daily check-in calls. If
you would like to have this support, please pay a
visit to Bryann (Room #428) to arrange for her to
check on you. OR, ask the Supporting Cast team to
add you to the volunteer list. OR, ask friends who
live in the building to check in on you once in a
while.
This wheel was invented years ago – many
residents continue to employ it – but, in these
unprecedented times (with my apologies for using a
term that we are all growing weary of), it feels
appropriate to remind everyone to reach out to
each other. Bravo/Brava to those who practice this
‘protocol’ daily! And thank you to our Building
Manager, Leslie Wall, and staff (Jose, Peter and
Olga) who all play a HUGE role in checking in on
residents (without most of us being aware of their
support).
As you read this article, please don't just
nod your head in agreement. It is a good system –
with or without COVID – but it only works if we DO
SOMETHING ABOUT IT. Whether you are a
supporter or supportee or both... we need to hear
from you. This message is intended to encourage,
but we also want you to know that your decisions
are always respected and honoured.
Oh, how I look forward to the many days
ahead when we will all be able to gather together,
smile face-to-face (without masks) and ask each
other, "Hey, how are you doing?” And, for sure, it
will no longer be a passing comment... we will all
really mean it! Hugs can come along with that ask,
too!
In closing, I share with you my usual
message that feels even more poignant these days,
but it serves to guide me now and everyday...

The BUDDY SYSTEM WORKS - DO IT!
By: Aggie Elliot

Warm greetings from our respective abodes!
Even though we continue to exist separately in this
stay-at-home, self-isolation, quarantine – whatever
you choose to call it – we are all still in this COVID-19
lockdown together. The volume of messages from
our government and the public health sector have
been, to say the least, very challenging and
confusing at times.
We all isolate differently – some enjoy it, but many
suffer. That’s what makes this year, especially, “a
time for love and kindness". We need to
acknowledge those who are thriving and using the
isolation as a time of growth. How great it is to get at
all those “to do lists”, and overcome the
procrastination that had become an all too familiar
part of our daily lives. And, if you’re like me, you try
to find a balance between the “doing” and the days
where you put things off, stay in your PJs and bingewatch TV! LOL. Finding little daily boosts of joy can
help us cope with getting through the day. And hats
off to those of you who are able to stick to a routine.
Please, tell me... What's your secret?
So, where am I going with this? Well, in these
challenging times, it’s important for us all to
remember that some folks may need a bigger boost
than others. The “Buddy System,” aka “Neighbourshelping-neighbours,” aka “Supporting Cast,” aka
“The floor you live on support team”– whatever you
choose to call it –REALLY WORKS!
Back in the 90s, the “Buddy System” was initiated
here at PAL when actor Ron Hastings and Pam
Hyatt held a meeting with the residents on their floor.
The intention was to get everyone to meet each
other and, for the safety of those who live alone,
exchange door keys with the flanking apartments,
along with personal and emergency contact info (this
was before the age of emails and texts). The idea
was that if you didn’t see your neighbours daily, you
called them. If there was no response, you knocked
and asked if they were okay. If the response was
silence, you entered their unit. It wasn’t infringing on
someone’s privacy, it was to ensure that everyone
was safe and thriving. And, the system worked.
Through the years, it evolved into a Floor Rep
system, where two residents per floor ensured
everyone was safe and well. And if someone was
having trouble, actions were taken to get them help.
As time passed, the system shifted to a more fluid,
less organized one. Privacy laws, technology and
by-laws also impacted how this program might work
in our ever-changing society. And, as Supporting
Cast evolved, PAL Toronto was fortunate to have an
organized system in place,

“Remember to be kinder than necessary, for
everyone you meet is fighting some kind of battle.”

"I thought you had my keys..??!?"
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Outcome: Paused application as more time was needed
to develop activities and research to better meet the
funder's objectives. May apply Summer 2021.

Writing Grants for PAL Toronto during
COVID-19
By: Rochelle Porter

New Horizons for Seniors Grant - a 2019 grant to PAL
Chorale to support outreach included a concert on Mar.
16, 2020 - CANCELLED due to COVID-19.
Approved: Reallocation of $1,695. to purchase:
a) an iPad for PAL's Health Care Coordinator to assist
our most-vulnerable residents to connect virtually with
family and a physician's consult through video-chat.
b) material for Bryann Muirhead and volunteers to make
masks for PAL resident.

The trials and tribulations to research, write and submit
grant applications is similar to tossing a penny into a
wishing well. You do the work; submit an application,
hopeful it stands out from the competition and meet the
deadline. Then you wait, eager for your wish to succeed
and become a reality.
COVID-19 brought new and highly competitive grants
related to the pandemic’s impact. As Chair of Fund
Development, it's been an exhilarating, challenging
opportunity. There's some success, some failure and a
few on hold waiting for the funder's decision. I haven't
done this alone. I'm grateful for our Board of Directors
support, direction and encouragement. Other COVID-19
related grants are on the horizon and I'm confident I'll find
a few, perfectly suited to support our community.

SEPTEMBER 2020
MAZON Canada
PAL's application documented Pantry users more than
doubled due to COVID-19.
Deadline: Oct. 8 application request funding for $5,000,
OCTOBER 2020
Emergency Community Support Fund - 2nd Round.
Deadline: Oct. 30 amount of funding request: $75,000.
Project Title: ASK PAL - From Our Home to Yours
See JUNE 2020 (above) for details on grant.

MAY 2020
MAZON Canada
Aug. 2019 PAL Toronto won $1,495 for PAL's Pantry.
May 2020 MAZON Canada's Director's email inquiring
how residents, using PAL’s Pantry, are affected by
COVID-19. Provided details on supporting our residents.
MAZON sent a $1,000 to augment PAL's Pantry.

NOVEMBER 2020
Ontario Trillium Foundation - NEW Resilient Fund
Deadline: Dec.9 amount of funding request: $25,400
Objective: request funding to hire a consulting and
training company with expertise to support PAL Board, in
consultation with residents, to build inclusivity and create
new and meaningful change.
Outcome: OTF will announce fund recipient’s mid-Mar.
2021

JUNE 2020
The Community Emergency Support Fund - 1st Round
Deadline: July 27th. Amount of
funding request: $75,000.
Project Title: ASK PAL - From
Our Home to Yours Summary:
The Arts Survival Kit (ASK) a
gift from the Performing Arts
Lodges (PAL) Toronto - an
outreach program to provide
2,500 seniors (in the GTA) an
enriched, entertaining and
informative experience with the
performing arts to cope with
ongoing issues of isolation
impacted by COVID-19.
Outcome: Grants were
reviewed on a 'first come, first
serve' basis. Six weeks before deadline, all funds were
distributed.

MAZON Canada
Success! on Nov. 27th, received notification MAZON
Canada approved $2,500 for PAL's Pantry.
DECEMBER 2020
Show Love TO Partner Activation Grant Program.
Deadline: Dec. 11th amount of funding: $25,000.
Objective: If successful with the ECSF 2nd Round of
funding to increase outreach to an additional 1,500
Toronto seniors. Just hours before submitting the grant,
we received disappointing news on the larger grant.
Emergency Community Support Fund (ECSF) - 2nd
Round
Notification that the ASK PAL project did not get funds.
ECSF funding, through the Toronto Foundation, received
over 400 applications with funds distributed to 40 grant
applicants.

JULY 2020
TD Ready Challenge
Deadline: Aug. 13, 2020 amount of funds request
$150,000.
Project Summary: Application to fund the Arts Survival Kit:

a gift from the Performing Arts Lodges (PAL) INSERT
CITY A gift from our home to yours!

FEBRUARY 2021
Canada Summer Jobs (CSJ)
Deadline: Feb. 2 amount of funding request: $14,812.
The application request funds to hire a Social Service
Worker (community college student) for 23 weeks
beginning July 19 to December 24 to assist Bryann
Muirhead. Outcome: TBA

PAL organizations invited to participate are Vancouver,
Calgary, Winnipeg. Stratford, Ottawa and Halifax.
Activities include a PAL Toronto template, for participating
PALs, to develop ASK PAL booklets, Zoom performances
and independent research to test the impact of the
performing arts on seniors.
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electronic or audio books from Toronto Public
Library—without leaving home? With an up-to-date
library card, of course. Their application is called
OverDrive; check it out. You don’t need a special
Kobo or Kindle reader. E-book editions exist for
almost every book you can think of. While you’re at
it, you can explore TPL’s Kanopy films, too

PAL Toronto Library News
By Brenda Merriman

Because of PAL Leader’s
advance deadline, it’s
uncertain if our library is still
closed as you read this.
However, activity goes on
behind the scenes. Many,
many donations received over the past year are
being catalogued, and inventory listings being
updated. We look forward to welcoming you back! If
you’ve not totally sworn off American politics, Barack
Obama’s first volume of presidential memoirs, A
Promised Land, is waiting for you.
Mystery fans: You may be our largest user group
at PAL. Some arrivals new to our library: In Michael
Connelly’s Fair Warning, reporter Jack McEvoy
works for an online consumer news service. Jack’s
introduction to cyberstalking crime turns into a
compulsive race to catch a serial killer lurking on the
dark web. No Exit by Taylor Adams is psychological
suspense among motorists stranded by a winter
storm in an isolated highway cafe; Darby finds a
shocking surprise in one of the cars, but whose car is
it, and who is threatening to kill her?
Some readers prefer their thrills and chills in
dystopian settings. A startling number of novels in
recent years have surfaced with similarities to our
present global pandemic. One on our shelf, is Emily
St. John Mandel’s absorbing Station Eleven, where
we follow some survivors of a killer plague. Early
pages feature a famous actor playing King Lear at
the Elgin Theatre in Toronto—we love that already,
don’t we?―from whom all the subsequent
connections flow. Twenty years later in a wild and
derelict world, actor Kirsten and her musician friends
do their best to spread some culture, dodging cult
leaders, thieves, and murderers.
In contrast, delighted to see we’ve acquired Mick
Herron’s Slow Horses, the first book of an ingenious
series about espionage misfits in an obscure agency
known as Slough House. The characters and
humour are addictive. Hoping to redeem themselves
and regain MI5 status, they undertake outlandish
and dangerous missions, usually strewing unplanned
chaos behind them. Their unforgettable leader is the
obnoxious, cunning Jackson Lamb—being played by
Gary Oldman, a TV series in production as we
speak―who bides his time, grinding his own axe for
his despised superiors. An admirably literate writer,
Herron conceives plots full of expert twists and
betrayals. The reputation of the real secret service
may never recover from his sly evisceration.
In case of prolonged lockdown: Did you know that
if you have internet access, you can receive

************

ON LISTENING

By Ralph Roughton
submitted by: Tabby Johnson
When I ask you to listen to me and you start by
giving advice, you have not done what I asked.
When I ask you to listen to me and you begin to tell
me why I shouldn’t feel that way, you are trampling
on my feelings.
When I ask you to listen to me and you feel you
have to do something to solve my problem, you
have failed me, strange as it may seem.
Listen! All I ask is that you listen, not talk or do…
just hear me.
When you do something for me that I can and need
to do for myself, you contribute to my fear and
inadequacy.
And I can do for myself. I’m not helpless. Maybe
discouraged and faltering, but not helpless.
But when you accept as simple fact that I do feel
what I feel, no matter how irrational, then I can quit
trying to convince you and get about the business
of understanding what’s behind this irrational
feeling. And when that’s clear, the answers are
obvious, and I don’t need advice.
Irrational feelings make sense when we understand
what’s behind them.
Perhaps that’s why prayer works, sometimes, for
some people…because God is mute, and He or She
doesn’t give advice or try to fix things. God just
listens and lets you work it out yourself.
So, please listen and just hear me. And if you want
to talk, wait a minute for your turn, and I’ll listen to
you.
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Nothing in the Fridge?

SHOPPING ONLINE!
YOU LOVE IT OR HATE IT!!

By Vivienne Muhling

By Patty Gail

If you have to resort to whatever is on the cupboard
shelf, and that box of macaroni cheese is just too
humdrum, here’s how you can jazz it up

An email from a friend
What’s you got cookin’ ?
Good afternoon, I am wondering about your new
cooking machine--is it working for you and Robert. I
also wonder about your satisfaction with Heart to
Home Meal Delivery. It is really important to try new
adventures especially in this lock down. You guys
always have great ideas!
Gentle on my mind,
J

1 box Mac Cheese
I can condensed mushroom or celery soup
1 can green beans ( or 2 cups frozen)
1 can french fried onions OR
2 cups dried onions, or ½ fresh onion chopped fine.
1 tsp mixed dried herbs, or dried thyme, or basil)
Prepare Mac Cheese as written on the package BUT
only add ½ cup of milk.
Add green beans, undiluted soup and herbs. Pour
into a 10x6 in baking dish, sprinkle the onions evenly
over the top of the mix. Bake at 350 degrees for 30
minutes.

My Reply…
Well, I’ll tell ya all about it!
First came the wrong item, not the oven item we
ordered. This took a few days to sort out and return
by Canada Post, for which Bob had to borrow the
dolly from the Supers’ office and push over to the
local Post Office.
Then it took a long time of a day for me to get a
phone number to talk to someone directly as the
instructions on the Amazon site for exchanging of
an item are not really clear (I say this kindly, and I
am a kind old lady).
Finally, I located a number which is in the States
but they handle Canada as well. On the first ring I
got a live voice!!! Krystal.
Told Krystal my problem, she could see it all on
her info screen and she arranged for an exchange
with no charge. She had to make sure Canada had
one still in stock which they did, and it arrived the
next day! What service.
Now comes the meat of my story: The oven,
which is a Convection/Rotisserie oven, is a good
looker, slid neatly into the space our Microwave
used to be.
We read a few instructions and try to cook a
small meal. That didn’t turn out too well as we used
all the wrong buttons. Should have used
oven/bake instead of convection cook or vice
versa?? Not sure.
Next, I wanted to heat up a cup of milk (like I
used to do with the microwave) and could not figure
out how to simply reheat for 1 minute. So, had to
use a small saucepan on the stove (at 3 in the
morning).
Next day we wanted to heat up our Heart to
Home meals and find they do not recommend
heating in a Convection oven.! Back to the old
stove oven and they came out OK.

OR....
Got lots of canned beans? Try…

CHILI SANS CARNE
2 tbsp oil
1 lg can kidney or other red beans
1 lg can any black, red or white beans, or chick peas
1 can tomatoes
2 tbsp tomato paste
2 bouillon cubes dissolved in 1 cup warm water
1 chopped onion -or- 1 cup dried onion
2 cloves chopped garlic
2 tbsp chili powder
1 tsp cumin
2 tbsp dried oregano or Italian spice mix
Some chopped green or red peppers or celery if you
have some
*********
Drain and rinse beans and set aside.
Heat oil in a heavy bottomed saucepan and lower
heat. If using raw onion put it in pan, if not, put in
garlic and any other veggie you may be using,
When softened, stir in the chili powder and cumin
and, if using dried onions, add them now and stir
well. Pour in the canned tomatoes, stir, and bring to
a boil.
Lower heat and add all the beans. Add tomato
paste and dissolved boullion cube, bring to a boil and
lower heat. Add all other spices. Taste and correct
seasoning to your taste. Simmer for 20 minutes.
When serving, you can top each bowl with a little
sour cream or grated cheese.
Bon Appetit!!!
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Continued on page 7

… Online Shopping”

that arm straight overhead. Bend arm backwards
and down from the elbow and then raise it high.
Elbow beside your ear! Many times up and down.
Don’t forget the other arm. Careful, don’t drop that
can ... Oops. Yes, that’s your downstairs neighbour
banging on your door now. Ignore. You are
committed to physical excellence and she/ he/ they
are not. You can feel the arm muscles toning up. It
won’t be long before you can manage family-size
juice cans.
Maybe lying down has more appeal. On the
floor. Or a very firm bed mattress is acceptable. On
your back for these. Stretch all your extremities
away from your core, then hug your knees to your
chest. Repeat! This is when those mirrors you put
on your bedroom ceiling come in handy (I know you
chose the bed instead of the floor). Some 90degree straight leg raises up and down. We’re
leading up to the bridge—aka pelvic tilt―which is
famous for lower back pain. Soothing it, not causing
it. Knees bent, feet flat on mattress, push your rear
end up high keeping shoulders flat. There’s a way
to pull in those abs and breathe at the same time,
with practice. That’s why you’re doing it slowly,
again and again, rolling up and down your spine.
On to the standing pigeon, a classic. Place one
ankle on top of your other bent knee. No, not like
that. You’ve got one foot flat on the bed with the
knee bent and the other foot resting/ trembling/
wedged on top of that knee. Look in the mirror for
gawd’s sake. Now lift up the foot that’s holding up
the whole works. Push it high! Hold it there, count
to ten. BREATHE! Lower it slowly, no sudden
movements. Yes, of course we have to switch legs
several times. Trust me, your piriformis muscles will
thank you.
Once again, good job. Resume breathing and
crawl under the covers.

We tried again to figure out how to use the
Convection oven, meanwhile I ordered online to
Amazon for a basic cookbook. We turned the oven
on again to try and heat up something I can't
remember what now. Only to burn our hands on the
top of the appliance!! One could fry and egg! The
door opener handle was cool but not the edges of
the frame. HOT! HOT! HOT!
We then decided we made a mistake and the
space where the Microwave sat does not have
enough air space to accommodate the convection
oven. At least this is our final assessment.
I ask for a return label to be sent which it was, and
Bob had to get the cart again from the Supers to
carry the appliance to the post office. No charge to
return.
I have applied for a refund, but Amazon can't
respond about this until they have the appliance
back in their hands again. Which it is (we got that
confirmation yesterday).
Now, because Krystal had put the exchange
through as a no charge I am wondering if our order
will be misconstrued as a no charge item so
therefore no refund necessary????? Do I
know??????
If you have patience, I will end this story same
time next week, or maybe the next week? Time will
tell....
*****************

Pick Up The Pace
By Brenda Merriman

Hear that alarm clock? Remember? That’s for
you serious health fans, time to get your booty on.
Erm ... you’ve been doing your exercises every day,
right, not just every newsletter? By now you need to
add more to build those muscles. Spring is here and
T-shirt weather fast approaching, so we want BUFF.
Let’s warm up: make like the marching band for a
few minutes, on your feet, not sitting on your bum.
Pretend it’s a baton-twirling marching band. Knees
high! BREATHE (gonna hear that a lot).
There ya go, feeling like an athlete already.
That’s not the bass beat in your stereo, it’s your
downstairs neighbour thumping on her/ his/ their
ceiling.
Remember those tomato soup cans you’ve
been hoarding since March 2020? They’re perfect as
starters for weights training. Bigger hands can likely
manage a couple of Campbell’s Chunky Chowder.
Pull in your abs and breathe with bicep curls.
Next, grip one can like nobody’s business and
extend

*****************
Looking for Seniors’ exercise with your
neighbours?
PAL’s Fitness Class is as close as your own
suite by computer or laptop or tablet on ZOOM.
Monday – Wednesday – Friday 10:30 AM. Contact
brendadougallmerriman@gmail.com
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countdown traffic-light reaches “0”). We love
hearing the quarter-hour peal of the Saint James
Cathedral bell, all-day every day. We love the $3
mixed-fruit container from Ponesse on the main
floor of the St Lawrence Market, and the delicious
$1cup of coffee from Everyday Gourmet on the
lower level - such bargains! I’m sorry the Starbucks
around the corner on Front Street has closed, but at
more than $6, my fancy frothy Frappucinos were
becoming too rich for my taste anyway. We love the
big sky from the PAL rooftop, and the nightly
symphony of sirens, the music of the city. We are
happy to be home.

The Move to PAL
by Marcia Traitt

We moved into our apartment here at PAL a little
over a year ago - just as the Covid-19 was about to
hit. Think back to March 2020 when everything offices, stores, banks, construction - suddenly closed
down and no one knew when anything might open
again! That was when we were trying to shift our
lives from the place where we’d lived for 25 years,
into a 1-bedroom apartment here.
The stress of Every-Bit-of-Everything-BeingUnknowable due to the virus in those early days! I
remember telling myself at the time that eventually
we’d look back on the insanity of the move and likely
agree it “hadn’t been so bad.” But the truth is, when
we look back on the Sisyphean difficulties we
encountered, we know it was an unbelievably difficult
time. If I could give one piece of advice with absolute
certainty, it’d be: try to avoid changing domiciles
during the start of a global lock-down.
Virtual Reality puts you into unreal situations you
can believe in - but trying to move during a pandemic
is Virtual UNreality: at every turn we could scarcely
comprehend what we had to deal with. For example:
care to try to update your new address as required
by law, when every single government office and
financial institution and medical bureau is closed for
the foreseeable future “due to the pandemic”? Plus
don’t hope for any sort of online confirmation that
any of your correspondence has been received. Or,
how about trying to reach your contact-person at the
online auction site you hired to help downsize your
lifetime collection of chattels, when it suddenly
closes for the foreseeable future “due to the
pandemic”? And what happens to your crumbling
plans when even the Value Village is no longer
accepting donations? At every turn rose another
unforeseeable Covid hurdle, becomes insurmo
unt- able. We were engulfed in a cold-water-wave of
relentless pressure and felt as if we were constantly
shouting from the pitch-dark depths I-s a-n-y-b-o-d-y
t-h-e-r-e-?? - sometimes accompanied by a few
furious tears.
Does it sound like I’m exaggerating when I say
our brains hurt? I’m not.
But, like the unstoppable surge of the tides, once
begun there was no turning back. Yes, the Fates
played a horrible trick on us in the timing of our move
to PAL. But when it was finally completely
accomplished - over several seemingly endless
months - a cushion of retrospection allowed us to
see that the timing also turned out to be right.
We love being downtown. We love having
housing security in our city. We love walking 5
minutes South on Jarvis Street and suddenly being
beside the lake (although sometimes it’s a race to
make it across the Lakeshore Expressway before the

******************

Office #333 is Open…..well soon
By Jocelyn Reneuve

For the past few months, we have been
reworking Room #333 into an office space to be
shared by RAC and the Property Manager. But due
to the on-going emergency measures, the office
door must remain closed and we cannot have
meetings, at least for a bit longer.
As I have been going back and forth and in and
out of #333, I have been asked, “What is RAC?”
RAC is the Residential Accommodation Committee,
a standing committee of the Board of Directors. The
duties of RAC are to:
a) ensure that potential applicants for
residency conform to the requirements of PAL
Toronto’s mandate.
b) ensure that waiting lists of approved
candidates are maintained in a proper manner and
in accordance with the regulations governing PAL
Toronto.
c) process Internal Transfer Requests and
maintain the waiting lists for Priority and Nonpriority transfers.
As Chair, I also assist the Building Manager
when there is a vacancy, whether it is to contact
someone on the market list or to update applicant’s
files, whatever is needed.
RAC is a lot of paperwork and files and
procedures, and that is why it is necessary to have
a designated office space.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank
everyone who has helped, especially Leslie, Peter,
Jose, Rex, Aggie, Bryann, Barb, and a very special
thank you to the third-floor neighbours for their
patience with the noise and all the back and forth.
Office #333 is a going to be great workspace,
built with odds and sods, topped up with the must
have Timmies Cup and card!
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WHAT IT MEANS WHEN YOU SEE A
RED CARDINAL

Beau T. and his Fortune
by Margot Roesslein

By Norman Hart

When young and green, decisions are frequently
off the beam; when older and wiser, it is often too
late for meaningful changes—but then there is the
happy-go-lucky type, like Beau T.
Beau’s childhood was blessed with love and
learning; alas, in spite of his stellar upbringing,
engaging persona and appealing looks, as a
grownup he lacked achievements. While biding his
time for something viable, one day it happened. His
chance had come knocking. Thus, in an upbeat
mood he called on his trusted childhood friend
Aries who opened his door wide. “Good to see you,
Beau. Come let’s drink to spring, hope and women
like my beloved Belinda.”
“Oh yes, Belinda: Lofty dreamer turned wife,
mother and gardener.”
They took their drinks out into the treed garden
where Aries’ young son Curtis was asleep in a
shaded hammock. Beau bowed toward his godson,
then clinked glasses with his friend who wanted to
know how he, Beau, continued coping with little
money and big dreams.
Aries mused in his usual fraternal way,
“Everything in life needs to be cultivated, such as
love, talent, career, friendship but because you get
a free pass wherever you go, you do not apply
yourself. Even as a little one you used to run
shouting, ‘Don’t let the girls kiss me.’ Well,
sometimes you have to let them kiss you to find out
what’s behind any gambol. Funny, you’re a bit of a
gadabout, you only teach essay-writing to university
students at your convenience, and yet you are not
only carefree but also confident, how so?”
“Hmm, I don’t tire myself with needless things.
And luck helps. But first, will Curtis walk again?
What is the verdict?”
“Mercifully, there is a procedure for his specific
injury, albeit a costly one. I have to arrange for
finances. Well, as an analyst, I should be able to
come up with a solution.”
Beau had come to tell Aries the exciting news of
having won fairly big in a lottery and that he, Beau,
finally had the latitude of combining writing and
photography to fulfil his dream of becoming a
photojournalist. But now he needed to be flexible,
“Hey, Aries, I came with pretty good news. I won
money. It’s enough for Curtis’ surgery.”
“Glory, the sun really shines on you.”
“You don’t listen. We can get Curtis walking
again.”
“Oh no, you go after your dream of becoming a
photojournalist.”
“Don’t be a fool, seize the moment. I’ll talk to

I woke up recently here at PAL to the chirping of a
different sounding bird, so I went to my living room
and with my cell phone was able to snap a picture of
a Red Cardinal sitting just outside my window. Signs
and messages are all around us. Many of them come
in forms that are subtle but receiving a visit from a
red cardinal is almost always a noticeable event.
With their song and vivid red plumage, these red
cardinals are impossible to miss. I read that
Cardinals have been considered messengers sent
by the spirit world for literally thousands of years.
This idea spreads across a number of different
cultures. It’s therefore not too surprising to see the
word “cardinal” used to signify an important or
meaningful object or relationship. Whether it’s
cardinal angels, cardinal directions, or cardinal
colors, the use of the word denotes something big
and noteworthy. Depending on which tradition or
myth you ascribe to, the cardinal has a number of
different meanings as well. Almost all of these
meanings are positive ones. This is reinforced by
their presence in the winter, with their brilliant red
feathers standing out against the stark white snow
and promising the return of spring.
Finally, cardinals are a reminder to pay attention
to the world around us and all of its many forms and
is a reminder that even in a season where all seems
cold and dead there is still life and beauty. There are
things to care about, value, and be in awe of at all
times in life, things that are special. This includes the
people in our lives right now and those that may no
longer be with us. I hope many of you get the
chance to see a Red Cardinal for the chance to feel
enlightened….
Be safe, be careful, wash your hands, wear a
mask, and keep up social distances…let’s heed the
sign…and get through this safely together.

Continued on Page 10
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Belinda when she returns from work. She’ll do
anything for Curtis to be whole again.”
In time Beau submitted an article and photos of
Curtis’ unique and successful surgery to the
country’s leading newspaper, for its annual Photo
Press competition. Beau was the finalist and in
addition to the money prize, he got a contract as a
‘feature photojournalist’ with that paper. At the press
conference, Beau opined, “The vision has to be
clear: Be true and real; be keen and alert and apply
everything ambitiously. Avoid hearsay unless to
expose the truth. To be Johnny-on-the spot, get
important information to the public swiftly. Know to
discern between intent and ramification. Always
explore and learn. Understand that knowledge is
anyone’s fortune.”
When the press session ended, Beau received
spontaneous applause. Someone shouted, “You
are so right, Sir.” That was Aries, now taking off his
visitor’s ID that had been hanging around his neck.
The high noon sun shone brightly, prompting Aries
and Beau to quench their thirst at a small bar just
around the corner while cheering and jostling each
other boisterously as they used to do as kids when
all things seemed so equal.

My Pal the Duke
By Norman Hart

I first met ‘The Duke’ back in 1960
when I was invited to Buckingham Palace to be
awarded from The Duke himself the coveted Duke
Of Edinburgh’s Gold Medal for achievement….
Several years previously I had won the Silver
Medal presented to me at my then school by Sir
John Hunt leader of the first expedition to climb Mt
Everest.
Fifty years later on their 2010 Royal visit to
Canada, The Queen and The Duke stopped off at
the St. James Cathedral for a service. As I had a
media pass, I was able to manoeuvre close and
capture this shot of him smiling at me as if he knew
me.
He will be 100 later this year. What a full life
he’s had inspiring countless youth throughout the
world…I wish my pal The Duke well.
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